Up for the Cup
Stefan Szymanski

Introduction
For the last but one issue of this journal I wrote an article with Stephen
Ross that discussed the merits of the promotion and relegation system that
is characteristic of European professional team sports, most notably soccer.1 The argument in that paper was that the system emerged from an
accident of the history—because the founding members of the Football
League were already involved in another lucrative competition, the FA
Cup, they did not want to alienate rivals excluded from their League and
were keen to expand it to include them. In particular, they did not want to
be black-balled from the FA Cup, and in this the way two modes of competition came to exist side by side. If you were to ask any British soccer
fan over the last one hundred years which competition they considered
more prestigious, or interesting, or desirable, my guess would be that a
majority would have argued for the FA Cup. However, in recent times, the
FA Cup has fallen into decline. This article will examine that decline, discuss its causes and then consider the radical new innovation that the
organisers have introduced for the coming season—prize money for each
round played.

History of the FA Cup
The FA Cup was first competed for in 1872, nine years after the founding
of the Football Association. Since its foundation it has followed more or
less the same format—all registered members of the FA are eligible to
enter (there being around 40,000 such clubs presently), and teams progress through a series of knock-out rounds to the Final. In its first year the
Cup attracted 15 entrants (out of 50 member clubs); by 1905 it had
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272 entrants, including the fifty or so professional clubs established by that
date. Attendance grew similarly, so that by 1905 gross attendance for Cup
matches were around 1.5 million for around 300 matches (5,000 per
match), compared to attendance of around 5.8 million at the 612 Football
League matches (9,500 per match).2 Since the League consisted of only 36
teams, these figures demonstrate both the dominance of the big clubs and
the intensity of interest that the Cup created at all levels, even among
quite minor teams. The Cup Final itself became the showpiece game of
English football, attracting 110,000 as early as 1901. In 1914 the King
attended the Cup Final, a tradition that ruling monarchs have maintained
intermittently ever since, and in 1937 the Cup Final was broadcast by the
BBC, first football match ever to be broadcast on TV. In England and
Wales the tradition of watching the Cup Final on TV became established,
especially during the 60s and 70s when very little live football was shown.
The dual system of domestic League and Cup competition has been
adopted in almost every football-playing nation following the English pattern, but it is a striking fact that Cup competitions in other countries have
not had the same appeal to the fans. It is interesting to speculate why this
is a peculiarly British phenomenon (since the Scottish Cup has proved to
be a similarly enduring institution). One plausible explanation is tradition—not only may the British be exceptionally sentimental, but the Cup
is genuinely a more venerable competition—while in many other countries Cup and League started more or less at the same time. It is also true
that the UK has a far greater depth of professional clubs, making for a more
fragmented support base than most other countries. This means that
smaller teams can attract significant support against the big clubs. The
British like to think that they are great supporters of the underdog—if so
the Cup gives more opportunity to observe this kind of competition than
the League, and the progress of ‘giant-killers’ is one of the most closely
watched aspects of the competition.

The decline of the Cup
Following the Second World War, attendance figures peaked for most
forms of spectator sport in the UK, only to decline steadily over the
2
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